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IMPETUS:
GLOBAL CRISES
Rebuildin g a s u s ta i nable hotel sector
By Vicky Qiao

The pandemic continues to impact the way we
live—lockdowns, border closures and travel restrictions have been introduced in many parts of
the world—leaving the hotel sector as one of the
hardest-hit industries.

The hospitality sector accounts for at least one per
cent of global carbon emissions, and it suffers directly
from the impact of climate change. Extreme weather
has already started increasing operating costs for
hotels and limited travelling to affected regions.

According to research conducted by McKinsey &
Company, the hotel sector’s recovery to pre-pandemic could take until 2023 or even later. But this
public health crisis is by no means the only challenge of our time.

So, what can hotels do to become more sustainable amidst these global crises?

We are also faced with the necessity of making
imperative changes to our business models, practices and societies around sustainability.

Green Key Global is a leading international environmental certification body that provides standardized programs and resources for the hotel and
meetings industries. The goal of the organization is
to promote social responsibility activities and support sustainable initiatives across the sector, helping hotels and businesses to increase occupancy,
save money and reduce their carbon footprint.

The global climate crisis is a major threat to the existence and future of humanity. Its detrimental consequences have become more apparent in recent
years—from extreme weather and displacement
to mass extinction of species. In the most recent
UN Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change
(IPCC) report, scientists warn that the outcomes of
climate change will be continuously magnified and
put an urgent call for changes from governments
and industries to reduce carbon emissions.

Green Key
Global

To get a better idea of what hotel owners and
operators should think about right now, we spoke
to the director of business development at Green
Key, Rebecca Bartlett-Jones. >

There are
currently
1,300 hotels
certified
through
Green Key
Global across
the world.

Rebecca Bartlett-Jones
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Green Key
Global

Green Key helps businesses in the hospitality
sector improve their sustainability standards
and practices through an online assessment
of every section of the hotel or meeting space.
Businesses can complete the online assessment by answering questions such as:
Do you have a sustainability plan? Do you
have a green representative? Do you use lowflow toilets? Do you grow your own vegetables? And they will receive an audit report
after the assessment.
“The audit report tells them what they’ve done
right and gives them a key level of one to five
for their sustainability. It also tells them what
more they could do,” said Bartlett-Jones.

SUSTAINABILITY
IN THE HOTEL
SECTOR:
A BREAKDOWN
Sourcing
& supply chain

Once a hotel becomes certified by Green Key’s
program, it’s listed on travel booking websites
such as Expedia and hotels.com as well as the
Government of Canada. This makes it easier
for people to make more informed, conscious
choices when booking accommodations. There
are currently 1,300 hotels certified through
Green Key Global across the world.
Bartlett-Jones said getting certified in sustainability creates a win-win situation for hotels:
“Our hope is that if they [consumers] want
to make a difference, they would choose this
hotel. And not only can [the hotels] reduce
their carbon footprint, but they can increase
profitability and also save money in the way of
extra green guests.”

From food ingredients to housekeeping supplies,
hotel owners and operators need to reflect on
whether suppliers are local and sustainable. Not
only does local produce ensure fresher, higherquality food for guests, sourcing local is also an
important way of supporting the local community
and fulfilling corporate social responsibility.
Maintaining a transparent and close relationship
with one’s supply chain can help hotels make
sustainable choices in their products and operation. Hotel management needs to communicate
with the suppliers and ask important questions
about the ingredients and manufacturing process
as well as transportation of the products. What
is the carbon footprint of the product? Are their
labour practices ethical? Is this the most suitable
supplier to minimize the environmental impact of
your hotel?
“It is preferred to have your supply chain checked to
make sure that they are all certified in sustainability
or that you’re buying locally,” Bartlett-Jones added.
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The hospitality sector accounts for at least one per cent of global carbon
emissions, and it suffers directly from the impact of climate change.
Extreme weather has already started increasing operating costs for hotels
and limited travelling to affected regions.
Do you have a sustainability plan?
Do you use low-flow toilets?

Do you have a green representative?
Do you grow your own vegetables?

Green Key-certified Alt Hotel Ottawa uses subcontractors for housekeeping and laundry services;
the hotel’s commitments to sustainability and
Green Key-certification is transforming their supply
chain and increasing demand for environmentally
conscious suppliers and service providers in the
hotel industry.

able practices and make them more accessible to
guests and staff.

Design &

Energy

infrastructure

consumption

The design of products and processes can play
a significant role in improving sustainability on a
systemic level and in the long run. Many hotels
now aim for zero waste operation, which can be a
loaded term. The Zero Waste International Alliance
defines zero waste as:

Hotel traditions such as laundry and housekeeping
are huge energy sinks and often involve unnecessary
cleaning. Some hotels have started to ditch these
outdated, wasteful practices and do so with some
creativity. Amsterdam’s Teleport Hotel, for instance,
gives out free pizza to guests staying for more than
two nights without needing their rooms cleaned.

“... designing and managing products and processes to systematically avoid and eliminate the volume and toxicity of waste and materials, conserve
and recover all resources and not burn or bury
them. Implementing Zero Waste will eliminate all
discharges to land, water or air that are a threat to
planetary, human, animal or plant health.”
From composting facility to paperless operation,
strategic design can help hotels adopt sustain-

Green Key-certified hotel chain WestCord Hotels
installs water savers in showers and taps as well
as a water irrigation system that uses rainwater
and greywater to water the garden and plants.

Smart technologies and alternative products help
cut energy consumption. Bartlett-Jones said one
of the easiest measures to complete for hotels is to
replace the incandescent light bulbs with the LED
ones. “We have lots of suppliers that we recommend to people to make those types of changes—
that saves a lot of money over a number of years
and also saves energy.”

SUSTAINABILITY
IN THE HOTEL
SECTOR:
A BREAKDOWN
Green Key-certified Holloway Lodging Corporation is a publicly traded real estate and hotel management corporation with 26 limited-service and
six full-service hotels across Canada. Introducing
water conservation measures are a standard part
of renovations in Holloway hotels now, such as the
installation of low-flush toilets and low-flow showerheads. “They make a huge difference,” Seiler
noted, “we use 50 per cent of the water we used
to.” And water-cooled walk-in coolers are a thing
of the past, he said, “Now we don’t have a single
unit in the entire company; we save thousands of
gallons and dollars.”
Waste
management

Reduce, reuse and recycle are important steps to
manage waste and reduce carbon footprint in a
household, within a corporation and on a regional
level. Waste reduction can be especially challenging for the hotel and hospitality sector since it
has historically involved a great deal of single-use
packaging and disposable products.
According to data provided by Clean the World
and the WHO, two million partially used soap bars
are thrown away every day in the United States
alone—not to mention all the plastic packaging of
toiletries that end up in the landfill and our oceans.
In 2019, InterContinental Hotels Group, one of the
largest international hotel chains, announced that
it will start offering toiletries in bulk-size dispensers
by 2021 to reduce plastic waste.
“We had a huge momentum changing from single-use plastics just before COVID,” Bartlett-Jones
said, the push for reusables was interrupted by
the pandemic as people were more worried about
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cleanliness. “Now we know that it doesn’t really
spread that way, so we’re going back to diverting
single-use plastics.”
Food waste is another major challenge. A study
conducted in Germany found that 45 per cent of
food waste in hospitality is generated by buffets.
Therefore, switching from buffet-style breakfast
to order-based meals can be a solution to reduce
food waste. More does not equal better.
Social development

Sustainability is not just about environmental
management; we can’t talk about sustainability
without taking labour practices and community
development into consideration. A socially sustainable approach includes ensuring inclusivity
and diversity of employees, promoting work-life
balance and employees’ wellbeing, supporting the
local community and more.
“I think one of the biggest things at the moment is
social and corporate responsibility—buying local,
making sure that your supply chain is green and
then giving back into your community, leftover
food, etc. There is a big pillow drive going on at
the moment… so there are lots of leaps forward,”
Bartlett-Jones said.
For transnational hotel chains that operate in different parts of the world, it is especially crucial that
they respect and sustainably engage with local
communities. According to the Future of Travel
report conducted by Booking.com in 2020, 55 per
cent of participants said they want to see how
their money is going back into the local community; 67 per cent hoped that their travel expenses
contribute to supporting the destination’s recovery
from the pandemic.

Amsterdam’s Teleport Hotel,
for instance, gives out free
pizza to guests staying for
more than two nights
without needing
their rooms
cleaned.
We’re all in
this together

As we can see, improving sustainability within the
hotel sector encompasses so many different aspects—and there’s no one-size-fits-all approach.
Getting certified in sustainability by organizations
like Green Key Global is certainly a great start,
but continuous learning and effort are required
for the hotel and hospitality sector to change for
the better.
Bartlett-Jones said mindset is one of the biggest
challenges for hotel owners and operators, especially for the older generation who didn’t grow up
with the climate crisis: “They don’t see sustainability as important as it should be... So, there’s a
little gap there [between them and the millennials]
we're trying to bridge.”
Finance is another challenge, especially as many
hotels and businesses in the hospitality industry are
slowly recovering from the hard-hit of the pandemic.
But in a time of climate crisis, there is no denying
that sustainability is the future of businesses in all
sectors. There are many resources available for
hotels to rebuild sustainably and responsibly.
“You need more and more people involved and
that’s why corporate social responsibility on the
hotel side is so important. The more they put themselves out there as being sustainable, the more the
general people in their local area will understand
that and promote them,” Bartlett-Jones said. “We’ve
got a lot of work to do, [but] it really is happening.”
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